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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY 41.- Scattered
. showers and t nderstorms
today and toneht and• in
,East portions Wednesday. A
little cooler Wednesday.
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▪ Hazel To Send
Delegates
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Charlie Dunn, 62, of Alcno route
2, died of complicatioes in a Hopkinsville hemline-le-Monday- ti$ternoon at 530 aft4r an illness of seven
months
!—±Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Pearl Thornepf Murray route
2. and Miss Clara N..I1 Dunn of
Almo route 2: one
son. , Louis
Dunn of Murray.
'Runeral .serances were scheduled
or 4:00 o'clock this afterivion'at the
Bethel Church under the direction
of Elder Henry Hargis. Burial will
be in the Bethel cemetery: Mr.
Dunn was a member of the Pentecostal church.

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Vol. XX; No. 12

Station WNBS
On Air Full T:910-4 4r
Last Of This Week

7C-HARLIE DUNN
1DIES MONDAY
IN HOPKINSVILLE

_ Three girls from Calloway county schools have been selected to
• attend the National F. H. A• meeting in Kansas City July 6-9.
Representing the Murray Training school will be Miss.!Verona
Smith and Miss Loretta Eldridge,
together with
their supervisor,
Miss Evadine Parker.
Miss Betty Lou Hill, from Hazel
will attend the meeting together
with Mrs. Estelle Erwin, supervisor The girls were selected for
outstanding work :an their local
F H. A. chapters.
There Will be around 3,000 girls
from every state at the convention
Kentucky is sending '52 delegates.
A formal banquet and a sightseeing tour of Kansas City will be
two of the highlights of the meeting.

TLocal Talent To Be Heard
ILLINOIS MAN
AQUIRES FORMER Together With Specials
HITLER LIMOUSINE

Station WNBS will go on the air equipment test from 1:00 to 6:00
full time the. last of this week, ac- a.m. every day.
Piogram
director Mrs Clara
NEW YORK, June 29 (UP)— cording to an announcement this
Griffin said
that an excellent
Christopher Janus owned what morning by George
E. Overber,
variety of entertainment hag been
was
probably the most famous
president of Murray Broadcasting scheduled. College
and local talused car in the world today- But
Co. The exatt day could not be ent will be featured
as much as
he wasn't quite sure what he would
GEIGER COUNTER USED IN CANCER RESEARCH — Dr. Morris
determined
'Fe
said,
because of possible. The stetior, is a
T. Friedel' (right) of
subdo with it.
the Hektoen Institute for Medical Ftesarch, and Dr. Fenton
uncertainty
-tea- length of time scriber Wtha. va,id library
Schaffner study Geiger counter
service
The car. a 9.500-pound Mercedesreadings on a patient at Chicago's Cook County HospitaL The
required, for laid-minute prepara- and at pregent has
doctors are conducting
onhnd 4.000
Benz, seven-passenger limousine,
original research in a new medical technique that uses the, Geiger
tions.
electrical transcriptions:- A leased
counter to measure the
is equipped with bulletproof glass
efficacy of treatment for cancer.
Murray's new station. which Associated Press wire will supply
and adjustable armorplate. And
it once was the property of Adolf can he heard at 1341) on the dial, news:
Every i Sunday church services
Hitler It arrived here yesterday will broadca t from 6:00 a m; to
aboard the Swedish - American 11:00 p.m. ev ry day At present will be broadcast from a different
the engineer
are
The Max Churchill funeral home
running,. 'an church in Murray. A 15-minute
liner Stockholm.
_.
devotional will be presented every
was in charge of arrangements.
Janus. managing director of exmorning by a pastor from one of
import Associations. Inc. a Chithe county churches The County
cago importing firm, said he probExtension office and the V. F. W.
ably would use the car himself unwill each present 15-minute protil he can get a new American
position of administrator of Milr- happiness and success to Mr GraThe stewards of Murray Circuit ray Hospital
CHICAGO. June 29 UP)--Promodel He has been waiting Id YARDS, IiiIr7Sune 29 (UP)—(US- grams - once a week. Joe Parker
to succeed Carmon ham in future ventures, and stated
end his Sunshine Boys will have a
will haye their annual meeting Sat- Graham who recently
duce:
By PETER KALISCHER
months for one.
DA)-14itock:
resigned, that it would be a big assignment
regular spot each day.
Poultry: 30 trucks!' hens easy. urday at 2 p.m. at the Peoples according to an announceme
Janus admitted the big limount this to fill Mr. Graham's place success- United Press htatf Correspondent
Hog's 12,100; salable 11.500: marMrs Griffin said. that all local
chickens steady. Hens 32 1-2: color- Rank, according to R F. Blankeh- morning by H.
FUKUI CITY, Japan, June 29 sine was too much car for him
J. Fenton, chairman fully- He stated that only through
lea irregular; weights under 240 talent is invited to audition
ed fryers 39: Plymouth Rock broil- ship. P.
at the
of the board.
the continue-a cooperation of the flIPi—The smell and sight of death But he planned to drive it back
açatiOlu at any time.
(
.1-ti
38:- White Rock broilers 37;
Mr. Miller was former owner staff and board can the community are everywhere in this earthquake - to his home in Winnetka, Ill. lbs 30 to The lower than Monday
cealred broilers 37; Leghorn chickTroy
L
Glidewell,
NOTICE
Heavier
fleAnds
steady
to 50c lower,
Murray State
ruined city, which still is shaken He said he hoped to leave either
and manager of the CalloWay poeess an accredited institution
liege graduate, has been enens 35.
Anyone bolding an operator's county frozen
with extreme mostly steady. Sews,
today by repeated minor tremors. today or tomorrow
foods locker. At
Cheek: Twins 45 1-2 to 47; single liscenie which expires July 31
as
chief announcer. Before
I have just walked through the
The car was designed by Hitler. steady to 25c lower. Top 28
present he holds a sales position
daisies 48 1-2 to 51 1-2; Swiss 60 to can have it renewed by applying
wreckage of what was, onlf two It was a 230 horsepower engine 240 to 270 lbs 27 25 to 28; 280 to e rolling at Murray State, he had
will begin his new duties as soon
62
at the Circuit Clerk's Office be- as he can
days ago, a busy Japanese city and a top speed of 135 miles an 300 lbs, 25 75
to 27; few loads fi e, years of radio experience at
arrange to be relieved
Butter: 773.006 pounds. the mar- ginning Thursday. July I.
ation WKAT. Miami. Fla.
Ttlich wat returning to normal hour. It also uses a gallon of gas- 275 to 525 lbs 23.50; 130 to 150 lbs 24
from his present emplogrnens
ket nervous 93 score 82, 92 score
Neal Runn, also pn MSC gradafter the devastation caused by oline every seven miles and has to 28.25; saws 21 75 to 23.25; stags
Mr. Miller this morning wished
80. 90 score 78 1-2. Carlots 90 score DOG CATC111/.14 DOGCATCHUS,
uate., will be an announcer
18 down..
American air raids in 1845.
five forward speeds.
He
78 34. 89 score 78.
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (up
With me was L. W. Jordan. of
"The dashboard looks like an
Cattle tat ealabie 4,000. calves fairmerly worked at station KBTM.
Eels: Fh awns and whites mixed, George Snively got caught by a dog
Jonesboro.
Union City. Tenn., who is an eco- airplane eeurnent panel."
Ark,
and
station WTJanus 1.800, all salable- Market slow
The Blue Grass Shows arrived in nomic official of the military
24.301 cases, the market steady. Ex- the first day took over his job as
gov- said "And -- the bulletproof glass about steady on steers, heifers JS. Jackson, Tenn He was formerMurray last night and will play ernment team in Fukui
tras 70-80 per cent A 48 1 2 to 47 1-2. dogcatcher A large collie grabbed
IIA
in
Shanghe China Several
prefecture. is one and a quarter inches thick" and cows: although no early acextras 60 to 70 per cent A 42 to £5. Snively's hand and held on. City
here all week according to the He estimated 3.100 or more
persons
Janus acquired the car through tion on beef cows Very few good ly chief announcer at station XMstandards 40 to 42 1.2. current re- police who ame to his aid shot the
management The show is billed as living in Fukui prefecture
were a barter deal with a Swedish steers offered A few lew and part-time announcers from the colthe -Earth's most decent carnival" killed by the quakes
ceipts '9 1-2. cheeks 35 1-2.
collie.
firm which was unable to pay average good lots 34 to 35 24; -good lege have also been engaged.
Ladies were admitted free last
He said more deaths were ex- dollars
Kenneth Z. Turner will be the
for a shipment of ball bear- to low choice heifers and mixed
pected, since the bodies are still
station manarer. He has had 20
ings.
yearlings. 31 to 38. medium 24 to
. The carnival ii composed of a being pulled out of the wreckage. Janus
years experience in all phases
of
said Hitler used the car 30; cutter and common kinds 103
rnber— tif shows and
radio. He was formerly manager
He said 7.155 persons were inthrilling
for awhile and then sent it to to 20: common and medium beef
rides.
of station WNGO. Mayfield.
jured in the quake-rocked prefecand enBaron Carl Gustav Mannerheim cows 18 to 21: canners and cutters
gineer for station WKTM, Mayfield.
Ledger and Times route boys ture.
of Finland When Finland surren- 14 to 17.50; medium to good bulls.
Republican Presidential Nominee president.
I had to walk 12 miles to get into
Carl teel of Hazel will be the
were admitted free of charge last
dered to Russia it was taken to 22 to 24; cutter and common 17 to
Thomas F. Dewey and running
However. Democratic national
chief en 'neer. He has had three
night and were treated to the shows the city. The tremors can still be Sweden
where it had several Own- 20: vealers $1 higher; top 27;
mate Earl Warren discuss their I chairman J. Howard McGrath said
-felt
years e4enience as engineer at
here
continuously
but they are ers
and rides by the management.
before
Janus acquired it.
1948 campaign strategy today in he saw no possiblItty of .a draft
Sheep 4.000. salable 3.500; re- station Wt,FPR, Paris.
The Blue Grass Shows is located not expeeteel to do any more dam Other engiTwo
circuses, a moving picture ceipts about 50 per cent of
the seclusion of Dewey's farm Eisenhower move at the ionvenAnyway. nothing could do
old neers will‘be Otis Dale Cohoon. alon West Main street at the city age
company and a movie star already crop lambs and yearlings on
home at Pawling, N. Y.
non.
any
more
so
from
which
damage
station WTPR, and George
to what has now
limits
have offered to buy it from him. nothing done earlier
They were understood to be
become a charnel house.
Otherwise C Patterson, professor at Murray
"I think the delegates to-th-e conBut
Janus
thinks
planning an especially intensive
he
active
would
like
market.
the
Spring
Incomplete Japanese - official re
lanrabs State college.
vention understand he is not a
campaign in the so-called border
ports place the number of Wanes idea of driving it through Winne- steady to 50c higher; bulk good and_
Ed Griffin, formerly from Louise
candidate," he said.'
azel Church To
tka
choice
states of West Virginia. Kentucky
29
to
mostly 30 top 31 50 ville, is commercial manager.
destroyed at 30.000 in the city it- Other political development:
"It's
as
big
as
a
tank."she said to all interests Slaughter ewes ,
and Missouri Congressional fights
self.
I A later announcement will be
Truman Support—President Truthere are expected to be close and
You can count the number of ''But the kids will probably love steady 9.5ff down; 8 for heavy ' made in regard to a special dedicaman was assured the District of
It."
lot-al GOP leaders want help from
i (ion ceremony, said Overbey.
ewes.
buildings standing by looking at the
Columbia's six votes on at least
Revival meetings will be held at
the party's standard bearers.
horizon. It is absolutely bare with
the first ballot at the Democratic
the
Hazel
Baptist
Church
beginfour or five exceptions.
In Washington. Speaker Joseph
ning Wednesday evening, June 30,
convention He received 236 of a
The military government office
W. Martin, Jr. predicted the Rethrough Sunday evening. July 11,
total of 471 ballots cait in yesterwas burned out, but the building
publicans would pick up Demoday's primary. Although Mr. Truaccording to an announcement thee still is
standing.
cratic house seats not only in the
All but four
man's name was the only one on thee
morning by the Rev. H F. Paschall, homes of allied
border states but possibly in the
deperidents have
ballot, there was space for writepastor.
burned down. The four left are untraditionally Democratic smith as
Mrs. Garnett Jones
Ins. _and Gen. Eisenhower was secThe Rev. T. T Crabtree, pastor 'inhabitable.
well.
ond with 181
of the Salem Baptist Church, will
Fifteen dependent women and
FIERLIN. June 29 IUPI—The Berlin City Assembly today decided to
Martin said he understood two
do the preaching Services have children were evacuated
Southern Revolt—Governors of
to Kyoto.
Democratic seats in Florida are
WASHINGTON. June 29 (UPi— appeal urgently to the United Netions for'rellef in the crisis created by
been
scheduled
twice
daily,
at
10:45
Families are scattered along the Prospective
"very shaky" and that GOP sen- southern states, leading the redraftees, had
the Russia's attempt to force the westerp nations out of the German capital
a.m. and 7:45 p. m.
way with their household belong - Army's
timent is "growing
rapidly" in volt against President Truman and
word for it today that by a starvation blockade.
persons
All
in the community fries I saw the bodies of two chilVirginia. The speaker prediction his civil rights program, are exthey will be neither "coddled" nor
are cordially invited to attend.
dren
The "Magistrat"—or City Assembly-woled to ask the UN for aid
laid out beside the road. "kicked
that the Republicans, all
told, pected to caucus' in - Philadelphia
around" once they get in
"within the next month, or help will come too late."
would gain at least 25 seats in the day befrire the opening of the
uniform.
Democratic national convention A
the November elections
The appeal was expected to be sent to some UN member nation. posHere, according to Army SecreMeanwhile, the draft-Eisenhower spokesman for the group said all
tary Kenneth C. Royall. is what sibly Denmark, to be placed before the UN. But acting Berlin Mayor
the
governors
are "hostile to the
drums continued to beat in some
men called up under the new 19:- Frau Louise Schroeder told the assembly that "even
if no power is willsections of the Democratic party nomination of President 111-untan
through-25 draft law can look for- ing to take our appeal
to the UN, we can present our case through this
despite the General's attempts to for the Presidential candidacy"
ward to:
vote to the World." ‘•
Civil leils—Democrats eager to
silence them
'"A normal, wholesome, busy and
_.
—
a
rights breach in
(In Lake 'Success,' Secretary-General Trygve Lie of the UN reElliot Roosevelt. son of the late hear 1h
Cogimissioner Edmund
Beasley behind a 5-2 lead, 13.oheen Was aetive life, though more carefully
president, told a meeting of Amer- their party found' comfort , in
announced today that the eastern pounded down in a hurry in the planned and supervised than he vealed that he was polling the 11 nations of the Security Cowbell on the
icans for Democratic action in Dewey's selection as the fieriublidivision all-star game will be play.- eighth A—two-sacker by Jim Wil- ever imagined."
possibility of intervening in the east-west duel in Berlin.)
•
can
presidential
nominee- They
New York last night that he be"Ample. well-cocked, nourished at Almo Heights Monday, July liams, a single ,by Bill Miller a
cited
Devai-Y•a
support
lieved Eisenhower would not recivil
5. He made his decision as a' re- two-bagger by Jackson, a single by ing well cooked meals pf a simple,
fuse a "true draft" for the Demo- rights legislation. as New York
sult of Almo's victory over Berit-on Haley, a triple by Bill Furgerson wholesome character"
Governor and believed it evened
cratic presidential nomination.
Sunday and Smithland's defeat at and two errors sent five runs across
"Reasonably comfortable quarBERLIN, June N UP)—The U. S. Artily announced today that
Young Roosevelt made the state- discourage southern rebels twin
the hands of W'oodlawn.
the platter in the eighth to spell ters ibuti no luxuries."
James V. Forrestal. American defense secretary, was flying from Wash,The commissioner, watched two disaster for Ciiheen
ment after reading a letter Eisen- action Which might make the vic"Adequate medical care"
ington to Berlin, where the Russians were trying to force. out the wesinnings of the Benton - Almo
hower had addressed to the meet- tory cflance casiei. Southern elecRoyall said that the 225.000 to
Red Willoughby, dependable lefty
Mrs.
Scott
II.
G.
tern allies by a starvation blockade..
Heights game Sunday
ing The group had invited him toral votes 'withheld from Mr.
for the liseightsmen, was _never in 250,000 Men expected to be draftesl
•..,
Mrs. Garnett Jones spoke on
The Air Force said the flight haka three-fold purpose:
Truman
would
do
Almo
that.
HeiOts,
forced
to speak, and qrged him to beto play at trouble except in the seventh, when within the next year will be able
"Building and Maintaining a Club
To
•
determine
feasibility
Benton
Sunday
of
come a candidate. He declined on
flying,' jet combat planes over the Atwhen .rain ruined the Lidns scored four runs on to choose their branch of service
Mirth, Dakota—Voters of the House" before the Federated Clubs
both counts. and wrote:
state went to the polls-in an elec- of Owensbororlast -week. She was any -chance of playing on its home siners by 0oheen. Jones, and and their assignments "only to a lantic, to study simply and operations problem• involved and to conduct
grounds, came from behind in the Thenipson. Nunnelly's double and limited degree" Most of
"When I made a public stateinent tion which will decide couarol
the draf- limited training activities in Germany.
of assisted by Mrs. G. H. Scott who
eighth inning to top Benton's Lions two errors
last January referring to a pout- the Republican party there. Cona gave
tees are ticketed for the Army, he
BZilicti the F-80's there will be a 11-29 superfort to precede the jets
, st..qistics on the Murray
7-5. to take und•
hie political career, I did it only gressmen
litiNliams was the standout of the said, because the Navy and Air
William
Lemke
for weather reconnaisance. a B-17 flying fortresit equipped for air-sea
and Club Ilniste.
of first place in the Twin-States game. and he banged out three hits Force are confident
, after earnest study to determine Charles R Robertson. and Gov.
they- ran get in event of a forced landing and
Present at the meeting were '75 eastern division
two four-engine C-54's ad on twinaffii clinch the All' and caught the entire game with an along with volunteers
the field which I might possibly Fred Dahl, were under ..heavy
dies representing nine different Star
engine C-47 trasports carryig mu-mites and maintenance men. There will
game.
injured
knee-cap.
He
proved
-.ISe of some future usefulness.
the
tack from a three.
-,opposition clubs•
The- tame, plaTed before prob- big steadying influence in the Almo ••
be 38 officers and 56 enlisted men in the party.
"I am anxious .to do my duty coalition.
Mrs. Jones is retiring as a mem- ably the largest crowd
in Twin - defense, and kept Willoughby cure
Forrestal wits dui in Frankfurt this afternoon on his way to Berlin,
but felt it was my own problem
Wallace—C. B. Baldwin, Henry ber of the board of directqrs of
ch
to determine whether or not a Wallace's campaign manager. said the Kentucky Federation of. Wo- States history, was delayed for ing Benton hitter after hitter into s
Army authorities announced.
.
mare than an hour as the teams oblivion.
sense of duty could call me into Rep. Hugh D. Scott, R.., Pa., was men's Clubs
Coming to Europe by plane. Forrestal was to be joined in Paris by
he served two moved from Almo Heights to BenMiller and Haley got two hits
the political field"
named Republican national chair- years as recreation chairman cf
W. Averell Harriman, roving envoy for the European Recovery Plan.
ton. But for Almo it was worth each for Almo Heights, while Veale
The annual homecoming will be
TEe New York meeting voted man because the "Joe Grundy- Western Kentucky,
a district com- waiting fore'-eit was the first time and Thompson got two
each for held at the Jeffrey graveyard Sunto notify the Democratic National Sen Ed Martin wing of Pennsyl- page4:-54-68 clubs
In the 1st, 2nd that Ty Goheten has been decisively Benton.
July 11. Rev Leslie Lee will a
Convention, which opens in Phil- vania Republicans swung behind and 4th
districts
' beaten since . fie started' throwing
Score by innings.
preach in the morning at 11 o'clock.
adelphia July 12, that it opposes Ifewey
added Baldwin.l "There's
BELGRADE. June 20 (UP)—,The Yugoslav.Communist party tonight
Accompaning Mrs. Jones and them in for the Benton Twin -States Benton
000 010 400 5 7 4 Dinner will be served at noon.
President Truman and supports one thing about Tom Dewey— Mrs. Scott
to Owensboro were entry.
'replied to the denunciation of the Cominfam by describing the charges
Almo Hts. .. 100 100 05x_ _7 12 3
Everyone Mterested in the UpEisenhower for President and Jus- when Tom makes a backrOom Mrs A. F Doran and Mrs. George
The ancient veteran was hit hard . Goheen and Culp; Willoughby keep of the graveyard is
invited to made against Marshal Tito and other Yugoslav leaders as "unfoutheled
tice William 0. bouglas for vice deal, he keep sit"
Hart.
I in the final ipning. Rolling alone and Williams.
land onesided:- _I ettend.
•
•
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Three County Girls
To Attend National
F.H.A. Meeting

lovely
Eula
r. and
se and
I Mrs.
,oretta
BuRalph
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 In E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Steward's Meeting

Administrator Named
For Murray Hospital

DEATH IS SEEN
EVERYWHERE IN
JAPANESE CITY

-

LIVESTOCK

C.

Carrier Boys
G• •
wen Passes
To Carnival

LOCAL "CLUB
MEMBERS SPEAK
AT OWENSBORO

Political Roundup

H
Hold Revival

NEW DRAFTEES
CAN EXPECT
NO CODDLING

International Situation in Brief
Berlin Appeals To UN For Help %

iAU-Star Game To Be
Played At Almo Heights

.r

Defense Secretary Leaves For Berlin

Homecomm
.g
eduled July 11

ugoslav Party Denies Cominform Charges

day.
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PAGE TWO

Mi. and Mrs. George Barrow
Incid-ently, the appointnient of leadership-,and prestige will be ily.
than 90 per cent of parfty. on
recent visitOrs in the home of
Up- Elmer
Kruse-an old AFBF tremendous" unless the program
I basis of relationship between shipWilliam Morris, son of air. and were
Mr- and Mrs. Wilson--'Barrow SA
ply and demand; level of other man-as Assistant
Administrator was trimlemented ."as previously Mrs- Odie Morris. returned home Benton-Blue Bird
per- for CCC, is taken by
Thursday of last week from the
PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION supports; adequacy of funds;
many here passed."More Bouquets for AFBF
ishability of... the commodity. it* to indicate that the
Murray Hospital after undergoing,
IS OVER
Coeporation
_ W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
We received a bouquet from a tonsil operation by Dr. TIArt who; Doniltlens of human blood urWeil. the cltith was Cut according importance to agriculture and the Is moving back to its fundamental
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
to the pattern. At this convention eational economy; ability to dis- job of buying to implement price Senator Aiken, author of the long he wants to think for his kindness,1 gently needed today in Palestine
Published afternoons exeept . unday at /03jNorth 4th St.,_ Murray, _Ky. they were supposed to make a gar- pose of stocks acquired through supports, and away front its tem- range bill, lust as this column also William appreciates each perfrom donation
ment that would tit every body-a' price support; ability and will. porary v.aitirne responsibility of went to press. Senator 4iken de- son who 'Visited him and did nice are being shipped
'Catered at the -Post Offict, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
points to precessing laboratories in
•
real camouflage-the front would-, bigness of preducers.to keep sup- purchasing for foreign programs- clared in an interview that -if it things for him.
Second, Class Matter
containers
Church
hadn't been for the Minting suplook lilt?
Libera the back and: plies in line with demahd; and the Agiculture Department
Mr. and Mrs. Dons Morris" were refrigerated
officials
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:. By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per seat would fit
Isolationist and necessity for offsetting temporary felt that someone with the farmer's port of the American fgarm Bu- Mayfield visitors over the week' which afford temPeratare protecwere 8,009,000 donations
&loath, 65c. In Callaway and adjoining counties, p04- year, $3.50, else- Conservatist otid suit the ;pedal losses of export markets
viewpoint. rather than is......banker, leati Federation. Congress could end in the home of Mrs. Alta Ty- 1 tion, as
Where $5.50.
during the war.-'
intereit. Tkwy knew that the cornltdarketing quotas may be voted should occupy this key CCC post. not have enatted the new perma- lor and family.
nent price program." -Senator AikNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick mon man had. made znoneY under on corn, wheat and rice when- They are - anxious to avoid any
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan the 16 years of 'Democratic rule ever supplies are 120 per cent of chance of CCC being converted in- en then went on to say "From
and were not interested iirthe hand normal, or whenever prices do to another buying and lending start to finish, AFBF carried a
Ave„ Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boaton.
--ft-- -that had fed them.
not exceed 66 , per cent of parity a4eney on the order of RFC. So. major part of this fight," and that
THE KENTUCKY 14111ERS ASSOCLUTION
I knew what was 'corning early for three months, with !lomat sup-- 1, in order to help keep CCC for he was deeply grateful for this
_ ..
•
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. I.,etters to 'the Editor in the convehtion organization, after plies..
I the farmer. Kruse was appointed. support. And we are grateful for
those kind words. Senator.
of Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest the band had pl.iyed the National
Cotton quotas may be voted un- i Kruse helped organize the Auglit our readers.
Anthem. they turned the band sin
der the same conditions, except' laize County. Ohio. FB. He was
..
'the hidi cos ofd song Marching
that quotas will be permitted born and raised on a farm, and
Afterziuon June 29. 1948
Thiciii7.h Georgia.
whenever cotton supplies are 11:111 has operated his own general crops
•.., ,
It was the voice of Esau but the
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie- Valentine. '•
per cent of normal. Those types and livestock farm in this county
hand of JacPb,-iVill they 'fool the
for thirty yearS In addition to were dinner guests Sunday Of Mr
of
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y the dren and Hubert Barrow.
to insure the maximum useful- in funds previously voted
than from Carterville, Ill., is a Since then he his only one packet who ground uc down ta povi.st-ty and
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/victory for AFBF and Senate For- and Mrs. John McCulic, has beret of water, or less! Woin't harm growing groins! !
great detnand .,round the capitol carries texti in his hand. Toward • Wait '-until July-. 5th when the promise on the composition of the
the end of heEitian's octive,Uilor- luver.s ot-the great_cortunori people Board of Directors. New law pro- eign Relations Chairman Vanden- in Murray Hospital for seyerat-daYs
hill- `2,5KILL WEEDS in wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn, and
ing career. Mrs. Bishop yearned. hold a convention in this same vides;that the Agriculture Secre- berg ilt., Mich., who had staunch- with a severe cold,
nal . . dter the crops are up ... without harm!
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, .
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•
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ve the family car tuned up and
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• ke for the rr.,,untains .) e un-_
*ucky at theThorder, Ky.:it of WU-- ed ,on a lidlnj scale, based on
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iiamion. taking US- lAfr into a supply, ranging . from 80 to 90 per'Out own wooden peaks and narcent 'of parity Potatoes shall be
sccruc paradise_
Arw green valleys may not equal
supported' at frpm .60 to 94 per
Much
of
the
time
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were
drivMe Rockies or the Coast Range in '
cent of parity at the disetetion of
andeur. but they excel them in' ing in clouds that enveloped the the Agriculture
Secretary. Tobaccrests
of
the
mdwitaii,
but
good
tirnate beauty and charm. And
co loan rate is set at 90 per cent
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made
traveling
=ie.
free
u won't -have to travel thous.whenever marketing quotas are In
' from fatiguing, .nervous tension- effect: Wi5oi, shall .
*ids of miles to reach them
be supported at
Even
night driving. had no terrcks
•
, • On iiur second tour in five-year.
from 60. to -90 per cent if
talan tO-rsee practically -all the oat. for us
at the Agriculture Secretary's disld visit most of the towns and
Route 119
took us through cretion in Order to bring shorn
4ties, we drove via Frankfort and' Pikeville. Kentucky's easternmost wool output to 350.000,000 poujids.
Agriculture is authorized to support all commodities at. not mere
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Congressman From Illinois Makes Friends
By Sewing For Those Who Are In Distress
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Would blow his horn,
GD weaving through traffic too fast;
'Twas a great mistake
To blow and not brake,
And Fate upset him at last !

I
O

towinof considerable size, and to
Jenkins oh the border. At Cumberland the scenery ' was even
more enthralling than Cumberland
Gap And no less a wonder was
POle Mountain State Park.
At. ;Corbin' we found - a motel
yrtt_t_t
Molts and meale.•••
body could find fault with.. In the
more remote hotel accomodations
could be •' good deal better, but
this need not discourage anybody
touring the region. Reservations
can be 91tele.i•-. advancl by, tele-.
•
!
phone.
Like the rest of . Kentucky, the
mountain regions nevi
repre .publicity
Their glories are
-riing-ir a whisper. We have. seen
the Olt-fat Smokie,. and they don't
possetf the beauty of. -the moue'Tains- in a ddren east Kentucky
COunties 'The Smokles have the
tTidvantage of a nationwide
'
ublifur and the 0.1.14ie Wicks to theirs
Also"Crsial - Ornoky
Parx
is a name that carries weight
WittiAknry Ward ah experienced' newtrianerman:''as Conservation
Cesnfnissioner. Kentucky's toUrist.
intractions should be publicized
better than ever before. 11_ recommend that Cornmissioner. Ward
SERIOUS - YOUNG SOLDIERS-Complete with smart unitake a four-day trip over, main
form and !sword, this youngster 'heads a platoon of boys
roads through a dozen or more
between the ages of 10 and 12. They belong to the Raz,akars, easter4 counties. if he has not done
a private army of a Hyderabad political party, and paraded , it already. He woUld do tvell to
en the birthday of their NLTam, reputedlyithe world's richest
take along Stan? Highway Cris
isner Garret Withers And.; to
Man. frelations between Hyderabad and the Dominion of
ach higher Op in authority, Gaystrained because of the princely state's refusal.
India
—
Critic Clenlents.
to join the depthlion.

ou

•

R

1

0

The air turns blue, too, when a reckless Boy Blue turns up in crowded traffic! Other
motorists curse him—pedestrians fear him—and no wonder!
•
Speeding is the prime cause of aecidents—it kills 10,000 persons a year. And rememr-50 miles an hour may be safe on good roads;"nn --open highways—whilc 20 can
6e dangerous in bad weather or heavy traffic. Speedling is driving too fast for conditions.
DriNe as

though your hie -depended upon

t
.

6
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Contributed In the Interest of the Children of Murray told eralloway•COunty
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DRAGON BOAT RACE--A *oat, manned entirely by girls
who operate ferry boats o'n the Whangpoo River and Soochow
Creek in China, races in the Dragon Boat Festival. The competition commemorates Chu Yuan, a great 3rd Century
statesman who drowned himself when he learned that hi
program for recovery of the kingdom was abandoned.

win more
Games On Road Than At Home'

17•

Broccoli and ,bruskels sprouts
sot-nen-tins are rated as spacialta•s
or luxuries, but their urowing is
within the scope of any home garden,
The time of sowing broccoli seed
is in 'late • June. There are' two,
ways. One is the sowing in a bed'
and transplanting the slips _when
two main leaves have started, but
by this method the gardener runs
a risk of dry times for garden.setting. The other, and much more
safe is to sow the seed on rows
where the plants are to mature. •
Plant 2. or 3 seed in hills 24' to• 30
ite,tais apart. Then thin to one
t eail thinning
plant to a hill and \
may be' used to trams') • nt if the
arvesting
season is favorable.
/
should start in lata September when
II brocthe nights become cool.
coli is often much more iitisfaetoryqhan the spring prop. The va.
v is Calabrian Green.
Although broccoli can be grown
'both sPtiqk and fall. brussells
SProtitit are streckssfully grown Only
in the fall,"bs hihts,Weather interfeeett with the firm had,iig of the
ecom"sprouts". Either meth
mended above may be wed •r
starting seed. '
.
tog
The niinialuie liNnIsStaS t _
I'WIN PRIESTS—Rev. Joseph V. Otto (right) and his twtr
in the axils of the leaves on .Sept- ' brother, Rev. Stanley I. Otto, pause for prayers before servJoseph
ta•mber and as they form, the leaves
• ing their first mass in Philadelphia. Kneeling is Rev.
oPposite should be cut off to within
LaRue, pastor of St. Carabas Church.
N.
•
to
an inch. to cause the **sprouts"
grow Vapidly. Harvest when theyhave reached a desirable rise by
cutting off the sprouts from the
stalk. Other sprouts will continue
to grow until killing frost, The_wa- •
riety of brussels sprouts is Long '
-

What No ikughnuts?

Most Major League Teams

The Indians have won 22 games
and lost 8 away from home for
a sensational percentage of .733,.
NEW YORK, June 29 tUP)— But in spacious Municipal Stadium
Maybe there's no place like home where Bill Veeck tailored the brainbut you couldn't prove it today dariea to fit Cleveland Hitters.
to most major league baseball the Indians have just broken even
teams which are compiling strange with 15 wins and 15 losses for a
records in which' they win more 500 figure
games on the road than in their
Away from home cooking the
own paks.
Illravesjipve compiled a mark of
It is an axiom of long standing /0 victories and only 9 deTeats
that a team can win-tile pennant .for a mark of -990. Yet at tone
py breaking even on the road and they are operating on a minus
piling up its victories at home, basis for the season with 16 vicBut just look at the Cleveland tories and 17 defeats or a..435
Indians and the Boston Braves. the percentage
The trend isn't confined to the
- respective league leaders on this
'off 'day -when all 16 clubs were league leaders either. In the National league. only two teams,
trhveling.
By CARL LUNDQUIST
UnIted Press Sports Writer

Q. I am a 'World War H veteran and receive disability corn
pensation. If I take a three hour
a day job, Will my compensation
be discontinued.
whd graduated
Vetera student
A So long as your disability
this year have moved from the remains compensable, it will be
area served by the Veterans Ad- continued- The • fact that you are
to employed does not .bar payment of
Office
Branch
ministration
mailing' compensation if you are disabled
which they have been
insurance premium as result of a -service-connected
their G. l
jiayments should notify VA im- condition.
Q. I lost the use of my legs in
mediately of their new permanent
line of duty in Wbrfisl War I and
address.
VA officials in Columbus, 0., would like to know if I can . get a
said that a veteran's government car from the government?
A. Under existing
law,
the
insurance records are kept in the
VA branch office supervising the authority to furnish automobiles
area in which he maintains his to eligible amputees is limited to
World War II veterans.
permanent address.

Ex-Service Men's I
News

TIMELY TOPICS
From'The County 1
• Agent

Both crops are ^roliage" croils
and -151enty of n:trogen should be'
• sea. strati as poultry manure or
u
If
one of -the commercial nitrates
chieben manure is used apply about
a bushel to 3n0 feet of row or one
Dound of. rimnoni,•:n nitrate to 100
feet of lac Usa the same amount
as side dressing after gcowth begins.
Try-one or both of these vegetables in your garden NOW.
.

Five thousand cups of coffee and no doughnuts Is the annual
this panel of coffee testing experts at the Kroger Food
Foundation in Cincinnati, Ohio. Coffee tasters "snlfr the aroma
of the coffee and then "slirp" it from,, tablespoons to get the full
taste. The three experts above are members of the Foundation
staff who regularly test coffee by this method. An important accessory to their work is the three foot high bra_ss spittoon shown
at the lower right because coffee testers 'never swallow the toffee

When advising VA of his new
address, the veteran should Identify himself ,fully, indicating his
government Insurance certificate
number, former address and new
address. Changes in address may
be noted on the space provided for
such changes On the flap of the
regular VA remittance envelopes.

Plenty of clean, hot water always
... for baths, shaving, dishwashing, showers, laundering, and
/many other daily household
needs. No other convenience in
your home gives you so mull
help and pleasure for so little
cost. Here's why_

With EKCIUJiif
a
Rad:t rok& Heating Unit.
°oily Frigid-airr liar It!

• No Pros to light — or to forge.
• No cool to shovel.
• Tomporatur• is olway •xoctly airs,
wont it.
• No 'wot•r-h•at•r
• Cl•on, tofo, dopoetlabia.

See ez7iVery.1

• Fully automatic: geosiaii. hot wailer
without •r•n thinking .boot it.

JOHNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY
South Side Square

L„

LETTER BOXES
ARE BACK
in Two Sizes
LEDGER & TIMES

ROUND AND ABOUT —
'round gors this
...'Round and
full-cut quilted skirt. The
fabric of the circular skirt
is making news this year,
for it combines crispness
and durability and resists
wrinkling. It is made of
'
acetate rayon yarns.
------

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

HANDMADE CRYSTAL AND RUBY WEDDING BOWL
This authentic early Arriesican reproduction is one of the most
popular items in Westrh4iefand's crystal and ruby line, 10
inches tall.

Economy Hardware Store
Telephone 575

DEATH On The Highways UP 50%
AND

plenty of sleep"

Even Hollywood's movie producers ne taking a scrubbing in
Morarn's moral washing rlachine.
He says he wants to elfininate
everything that might "rouse the
people's passions." He thinks that
a bathtub full of Paulette Goddard
or Dorothy Lamour or any other
tiriveacious actress might' do just
that So the movie censors wash
out the bathtub and shower scenes
'.Passionate kissing falls into the
mane category.
"I can't stand those passionate
kisses .in your American movies."
Morarji told this correspondent So
"kistes of a prolonged nature." in
He has started already taking the terminology of the film censor
liquior awry' from his 25.000.000 board, are out Short pecks are
constituents.-- The province has still okay, even though kissing
three "dry days" a week now. On never Is shown in an Indian moApril 1, 1959, total prohibition goes tion picture.
Into affect.
Liquor Seenes Out
Gambling Forbidden
Liquor is giving the foreign moGambling of all kinds will be il- vie distributors their biggest headregal The world's oldest profession ache so far For a while the cenwill be extinct because Ilifdrarn's sor board permitted the presence
laws will close Bombay's red light of a bar or a ,bottle in a film, al-districts tight•
though the act' of taking a drink
Dancing "after 10 or 11 pm ." in has been taboo for nearly a year
hotels clubs and other public
You'd see an actor pour a drink.
places 911 be forbidden.
He'd take hold of the full glass,
healthy start raising it to his mouth. But
have
must
"People
got
minds,"--Mnrarit said. '"To have it never got there The censor
glass
healthy' minds, they must have there ffrst. Down came .thc
the
healthy bodies. They . must get empty without ever tithing

the Cardinals and the Pirates have
phis records at home wilt all of
the others having lost 'More games
than they have won in their own
parks And on the road five clubs.
the Braves. Giants. Dodgers. Cardinals. and Pinnies have won more
games than they have lost.
Inthe American its the same
story with five clubs. the Indians.
Athletics. Yankees, Tigek and
Red Sox all showing winning records when they "put the show
on the road.
Best home club in the niajoes
Is the world champion .Yankee
outfit with 19 wins and 10 defeats
for a 655 mark, yet that 18 a figure
conaderable below other years
when at thin% the Bronx Bombers
have come close to the 800 mark.
Three American league teams, the
Yankees, Athletics, and Red Sox
have plus'records at home. whi- •
three others, the Indians. Senate!,
and Browns are exactly even.
Tigers have a disappointing 11.47
mark at Brum Stadium 'and the
White Sox are just terrible both at
home an.daway:
The plaYers themselves have no
special explanation for this para-4
dox and figure that She trend may
change in the later st.ages of the
race. Despite the fact that their
qiubs do better on the road than at
Flame, moist of them prefer to
play in their own parka where
they get reasonable regulir meals
and where they are familar with
the terrain and dimensions of the
g
park.,
But they discount the morale
uplift they are supposed to .get
from home fans. The boos, they
think,' are a littlelloudef than the
wirers these days. • .
.

You do not nead to be a crystal
gazer to figure out the truth of
the saying that the future holds for
you what you hold for the future.
If you boob Into your present you'll
find the answer to how much security you can count upon for yourself
and your family. Are you bringing
home United States Savings Bonds
regularly? Millions of my nieces and
nephews know that these bonds are
among the most essential assets to
hold for their future because savings
bonds are safe and profitable.
U s rt o.saary Depestowl.1

GIFT FOR A JUNE BRIDE

Although), no subsistence allowance is pa iff by VA, eligible vetermay
take
correspondence
ans
courseg thrbngh approved instiltions. with. oTie-fourth of the enagainst
rollment time charged
their period of eligibility. Total
cost of the courses is limited to
$500.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. Have I any recourse to
civil courts it I do not like VA's
decision on my claim for disability compensation?
A. No. The law specifically provides that the decision of the Administrator of Veterans Affairs in
such matters is final and conclusive.

One Man Lays Down Moral Code
For 25,000,000 Populace in India

1

•

ball

A review' of the world's motor
laws shows that 101 nations reCorrespondence courses at gov- quire driving on the right side of
ernment expense are available to the'street. while 84 enforcea left_World War II veterans .der frond rule.
the education and training proVeterans
e
.
visions o
.1";
Administration officials in Columbus, 0., said today.

they are testing.

-There is a HIn-•
IlliMBAY
du named Morarji Desai here who
has started a 20-year elan to clean
up the morals of 25.000.000 people.
Morarji is a non-drinker. Ile is a
non-smoker He is a vegetarian. He
Is also the home minister of Aimbay provinces, whose population is
nearly one-fifth that of the United
States
- Ile is the boss of this police the.
film censor board and a brief case
full of other portfolioa.
,, While other bosses around the
world are concerned with communism. socialism, fascism and de.
mocracy. Morarji is concentrating
on a "state of mortality."

Reoccouret.Only you can
PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!

lips.
But now even the presence of a
bar of bottles in a scene is out sinless -cutting the scene would de- ;
stroy the continuity of the story"
or unless the scene shows the
"evils of drink "
Murders, marital infidelity. "sordid" films and even "shoot-em-up"
westerns are on Morarji's black
list

record for

•:•

The sooner the veteran notifies
VA Of 'his change in residence.
the sooner VA can transfer his
the VA
Insurance records to
branch office having jurisdiction
over the area in which he will reside.

Sam Says
IrUncle
•

HERE IS THE
REASON WHY

Many cars today are 4 years 018 or older. And whether we realize it
or not, practically every one of those cars — yours included — may have
a bent frame, axle or wheel, or dangerously worn steering parts, or
wheels that are dynamically un-balanced. Those are major causes of
our mounting accident toll, records prove. They make tires wear quickly and unevenly, causing sudden blowouts and loss of steering control
... and disaster.
That's why every car — yours included — needs
our Bear Safety Check-up and Correction, now, before accident strikes. Get that cheek up here today
on our Bear Equipment, quickly, accurately, reasonably.
Then, you will not only be safe, but you will
UP-TO-DOUBLE tire mileage.

get

COME IN TODAY — DO(Plt DELAY

Bear Safety Service
advertising messages
appear regularly in the
Saturday Evening Post
,.,,and Time. I-1!:yd them.

ENJOY AUTOMATIC Olt HEAT
at its BEST!

‘4Zt/
0011
1 1%4S
••.

AVace

Get extra dre mileage
and make yours "The
Accident. That Didn't
Happen."

• with a FUEL -SAVING
ONATIc
WILLIAMS
Featuring
Fu•I-Saying

• dr

VERTICAL COUNTERFLOW

"

Ask for Rudy Barnett

WINTER
AIR CONDITIONER

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
FREED COTHAM

Incorporated

Telephone 170

Murray,

Kentucky

HEATING and SHEET METAL WORK
Phone 661
675 Maple

•
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'AGE FOUR
AMP-

',Plant Gladiolus Bulbs
Late for Fall Flowers

Usib News Activities
fr r- Weddings

omen's Page

rbeasidiolus
bulbs for late flowers can
planted up to July 1, since they

JO WILLIAMS Editor — PHONE 374-M

dmr7dims

ganef

• LoC A L.S

You. AND Youp I
Home

Billy Joe I sari_sis taking an ao
counting couria.•;,at tha sOnvner eraon of Draughan's Business cones
--in Pad UCo h

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA

Beauty at Mid-South Fair

By FRANK C. ROBERTSON

Mr and Mrs Joe V,. W.salts. Mi
and Mrs. Jew..11 Esiaa'Mid MrMrs George Weaks •Osited ad:
and Mrs Cls.le it yrs idS st No!
tawa. Sunday

MIR it 1111.6

^

By RACHEL ROWLAND
Home Demonstration Agave

Mr. and Mr: Eui. Kimbre. airai
James Jeri:
sons Lonnie G -Kirnbro visit .. -snday aiwnooz.
with Mr sel Nits R.chard if in
Juarita pe41 ar.tf
daughter %T..,
•
S,. •I
Wiliam R.
•
Withal. Ray. little soli ,e,t ags.
and -146 Richard „Sekf. %%no has
been under the care 4 Dr Jim
Hart. is much link...nisi-

Ars Yau interested ib planning a
kitchen that is really practical as
WeU as attractive?
:Many present Oita...kitchens are
me4tern in that they are equipped
with'.hot and cold water. refrigera
tar and electree stove. Often. however. the cabinet and storacs space
41r:-..11$Awms place these. seemuMIS
.
modern kitchens back in the Vicdad
Corn
Mr_ and Mrs. H. C.
age., -•
torian
his
daughter .Jean are visiting
4 true when the shelves and
This
mother- in New Albany. Indiana.
They will Aso visit is Holden. West drawers ...re not planned around the
dishcs.•aterisila and r•ipplie4- to bc
Virginia.
Ii red in thenit
I •
Just as a house should be plan'and
born
Ocie -Bynum. who was
out so should
reared in Murray. Iniewho has been nod from the inside
making his home in MorinT,tand the kilchen cabinets---be planned
same
Rayvilles-La sinse 1906. is -visiting 1•Shelvss•-should not be all the
all drawhis sister. firs. Lucy Smith .at dtstance apart nor should
other relatives 'here this week. Ile lers be the same depth.
If it „is hard, for you to plan the
is connected with the A.A.A., marcabinets in your mind or to visuallitayville
keting

t
I

**Aim girt*

TODAY
and Wednesday
See two hungry
troupers trip into
a billien-dollor
fortune for seven
dicty days'

COOr

./Aci(of-4
,AucHo,
bi500.

Josie Pennington, accompanled by Pauline Casette. has come
40 Idaho Territory from New
Vorl to marry Jim Blexham. gold
prospector In Buena Vista, whose
partner Is Pauline's brother.
lerneni. Nearing Buena Vista. they
learn that Jim has bees murdered
and that the Vigilantes are preparing to hang Bruno. Jone. sure
that Bruno is Innocent, enlists
the aid of Ben Warren. young
owner or a roadhouse. He and his
friend John Paul Hudson. hotelkeeper. know that the county ofReers as well as the Vigilantes
are controlled by a lawiees gang.
beaded by chutes Douglas. and
they believe that Bruno Is befog
victimized. They expect him to
be given a sham trial turned
loose for lack of evidence. then
seised by the mob. To prevent
this. they imprison Judge White-

ft..

court," Whitecotton whined as lie
caught the beady eye of Tom Hawk
upon him.
"We sent for you. sheriff," Taylor
said. "so his honor could verify this
order for a change of venue for
Bruno Curette."
Prezio read the paper. then emitted a nowt
"You ca re t do that!" he
squawked. "The people of Bonanza
Basin won't stand for It"
WhItecotton said angrily. "You
carry out that order I'm too sick to
nold court, 1 told you."
"Judge. I warn your'
-maybe a warning to you might
not be amiss. sheriff." Ben said
coldly. "The real reason the judge
granted that change of venue was
because we've got evidence that
Bill Bkothain murdered his brother
and an Innocent man was going to
be lynched if the Vigilantes had
their war." "This Is preposterous! If Cazette
Ls innocent--"
-We've no time to argue with
you. Preen. We want the prisoner."
Prezio realized his helplessness.
"All right," he surrendered. "I'll
have like Van Meter get ready to
take Cazette to Fort Boise."
"My stagecoach is right outside.
with Dick !Laverty on the box."
John Paul told him.

flower in 80 days ex less, some bulbs
slaould always be planted late to
provide flowers in the early autumn,
when the best quality is produced.
i There is no bettor flower to
In the Freedom garden, or as a border to it. They grow straight as an
arrow, having no leaves that droop
:over between the rows and Interfere
with cultivation. They will thrive in
any soil that produces pod vegetables.
When plauting them in rows, placethem six inches apart, three to five
inches deep. Deep planting makes it
less likely that staking wig be necessary. Plant food is- best applied in
bands on either Ode of the row, as
In the case of vegetables.
Because of danger from the gladiolus thrips it is necessary to dust or
spray the plants weekly with DDT
from the time they are six inches tall.
Late plantings should usually be
made of large oulbs which give:I/lowers soonest. Smaller bulbs of pllinting
size produce normal flowers bid take
longer to do it. Except for the Weekly
spraying gladioli require no at
except that given vegetable crops.
They should -be watered thd same
way, by soaking the soil deeply when
it becomes too dry.
The variety of colors among the
gladioli is equalled by few flowers.
The pink flowers are faven'tes, but
in recent years white and yellow varieties have shown the greatest improvement, and have taken many prizes at

ALVAH G.
now locate
of lumber 1
WE SPEC!
HAM, stet
lunches. A
Rudy's Ret

gladiolus shows. The largest varieties
produce spikes 70 inches tall, with
florets 8 inches across, when grown
in futile soil and regularly watered.
Ague

mitres In Hudson's hotel. Then.
Ben obtains evidence that Jiin's
brother Bill an underling of
University of Kentucky, advise the then destroy all earlier directions.
Douglas. was 'teen near lines
following:
Time tables for processing foods
cabin shortly before the murder,
after spending the sight at the
1. Clean pet-cock and safety have changed, and it is important
cabin of a man named "Dirt,
valve openings of pressure can- that new directions be used. See
Shirt" Page. On the strength of
ner by drawing a string or nairow
Bruno's
and
this. Ben
farrier. P.
your county home agent, or write
*rip of cloth through them
G. Taylor. try to make Judge
college, Lexington, for the folthe
2. Have home agent check presWhitecotton agree to a change
lowing free oudetina: Circular 440.
of venue. but be refuses. They
sure enure for accuracy.
then get hold of Page and con3. Check jars and covers to be -How to Cap Fruits and Veiletfront the judge with him.
T•HE two young ladies preceded
sure they are perfect and free of ables.'! by Miss Florence Imlay and
b John Paul and the sheriff into
Mrs Pearl Haak; "Home Canning
cracks, chips or dents.
CHAPTER IX
the stage Ben Warren. Frank MatFruits .and Vegetables," USDA.
4. Have on hand a supply of of
Judge was very irritated thews. and Tom Hawk hung on
A 15-64,
covers,
new
and
rings
rubber
they
the
reached
anywhere until
a at being roused from his fail.
5. 'See that Canning directions
slumbers. He delivered a tirade
At that hour,only Van Meter was
ISA/111 TER CL111.1111111110
are dated July, 1947 or thereafter,
A great new swimming festival will be a feature at the Midto Hen and Taylor about the on duty. He was taken as much by
South Fair and Livestock Show in Memphis Sept. 26 to Oct. 3.
:Timlnallty of people who surprise as his superior when told
to produce the prisoner.
This young beauty is typical of the girls to be in the water
would not let a man sleep
Within five minutes Bruno Capageant and musical which will be a Fair feature in Memphis
Then,Taylor silently handed him Tette
was brought out of his cell.
SPECIAL ALL THIS WEEK
a whiskey Cask. The Agile took a e
this fall. There will be about 20 new shows on the midway end
sister,
has
got
then
embraced
y
t
re
H
tremendpus drink and calmed down into the coach with her and Josie.
some spectacular rides. Homer Todd of Fort Smith, Ark., will
.
AND AS LONG AS THEY LAST—
a bet
Ben Warren sat opposite them with
stage Om world championship rodeo again this year
"Now. if you're still trying to get Ike
Van Meter. Prank Matthews
me to give Cazette a change of
Boys Summer Cloth Hats
venue. you're wasting your tame." climbed upon the box with Maeor; which is one of the rewards of
•
Get
to
be said.
Wait
Don't
home canning, is retained only
Maverty spoke softly to his
All Sizes
asked..for
against
"You
aieep_ horses. shook out the lines. and Canning Equipment
said, ..i.ln
Beuwttnesses
Bkahana.
Bin
when young. tender products are
no
But
trot.
a
at
town
of
out
rolled
or
Trriars
hours,
two
plased
within
Mg my real witnesses under cover
Values to ;1.49
he Outside the city Limbut here Is a man who'll prove that sooner wes put
Housewives are. advised not to less after picking. This requires
his team to a gallop.
Bill Elloxharn lied about his alibi." its„,thwl
he
use.
for
equipment
ready
hand,
at
are
•()w you do Ws?" Bruno de- wait until fruits and vegetables
DRAPER & DARWIN STORE
Under prompting
mended, as he sheltered his sister ready to cats before they check on Foods authorities at the Celiege
Page reluctantly repeated his55017 tn
the
of
çf Agricuture and Home Er,nit iMiCS,
crook
arm.
"lievklbrawna
garden-fresh
The
equipment.
"It's not important." the Judge
Ben explained as best he could.
e sway. of:rchthas
e tc
f fitchul
ons odif
inogtiwa
e krn
e to iTnal
oigng
n
g'
cha
...y.arm
esay.
Yw
-Anec
•
venue 13. urui
dismiss the case against Casette careened over the rough. newly
anyway-built road made speech all but im"All right. Judge White-cotton.. possible.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
Ben shrugged. "You've made tour
At the speed ?Laverty was %ekdemean. You know. and we lemon, ing. there seemed little chance that
that It senTLY means'Bruno will be the Vigilantes could overtake. or
of the
hanged by the Vigilantes"
WITH A BENDIX AUTOMATIC
head them off by any short cut. Yet
"Well. I suppose tt wool hurt Ben knew a moment of anxiety
• a...Nowt
HOME LAUNDRY
anything to send him to the jail at when, on a long, narrow duewaY
You simply act is dial add soap- Ben Port Boise for a while if that's what they had to watt for a rig coming
di' dam the rnst. Fleodis washes..
you want. But I insist vou turn your slowly from the other direction.
. . damp drys
i
nineevidence against Bentham over to
A.s the rig lumbered by. Ben saw
shuts elseif off!
the proper channels." Judge..
Zapp's round Teutonic
Herman
"Now you're talking,
face thrust out of the window
met. and Zapp's face
purple
turned eyes
STILL lacked an hour of day- Their
reak when Ben and the attorney ..Achl Valt!" he roared.
,glanced beck toleft the room with the court order. rack maven
The judge had gone back to bed. quiringiy.
-Drivdin; on," Ben called. "Hit it!"
and they allowed Dirty Shirt Page nan
1.715,
to depart.
He looked back to see Zapp
:Bess Hudson herself got up early
4 FAMOUS BENDIX FEATURES
with one foot on the
--prepare' breakfast for the men brake-block. shaking his fist at the
.g's of gentler
See the annii,ng
She also awakened the two girls to entreating stage and yelling."Tief 1
)
111
Y04
/
'
Tumble -Action washing. the Watergive them the news that Bruno Teen.
-Stryer Cylinder, Triple Rinsing for a
would soon be safe.
They were soon out of sight.
.
clezner wash,the Basket -Level Porthole!
Pauline at once pleaded to go !Laverty swung his four-horse team
and
with her brother
Implored Jo- around the bends with consummate
See the new Gyromatic no bolt
ties companionship. Ben and John lent
•
Paul pointed .out that the trip to
There was still no sign of pursuit.
down BENDIX WASHElk
Port Boise might be dangerbbe tt- and Ben knew that Bob Thom. anthe Vigilantes got wind of it. but other of John Paul's MM, would
the two girls insisted on going have fresh horses waiting for them
in.operation
00 A. M.
along. Finally. it was agreed .that when they reached the Boise River
they should.
Cul) A
Ben was congratulating himself
005 M.
Immediately after daybreak, the that the danger was past when he
You'll we a complete washing With no
men got Judge wtutecottou out of heard Prank Matthews let out a
bed again A messenger was dis- veil
one working at all! No spilled water, no
GYROMATIC
patched to tell abenff Prenn that
-Road agents! Everybody duck '
washday Odors. No tubs toemptyor fill.
the midge wanted to see him at "Hold yore bosses!" came a con•Ince. Prenn arrived twenty minutes mend from a bank Just ahead an..
later. His eyes opened wide with above the road.
amazement .as he saw the rather
Dick ?Laverty's whip la.sli snak d
large reef puon eouuntttee
out over the heads of his wheelers
DELUXE
"What's this all about" he de- "Hump yoreselves. cayuses!" he
mended. "I thought Judge White- shouted.
cotton was sick and wanted to see
A fusilade of shots from the bank
•
me."
above the road whined around a,"I am sick." the judge asserted careening stage like foraged horautomatic
•
-I've been treated shamefully nere. nets.
apc1 not a hand wiz raised eo..tielp
Bring in your clothing at any time for a
me" e
(To be continued)
"Judge. 11 you've been mistreat- -'The characters tn thls serial or
FREE DEMONSTRATION. We have • com-

NOTICE-1n
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on June 28,
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ter Nanny,
Calloway Cc
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25200: Notie
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on June 28,
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been appres
County Cot
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desiring to f
to will do s
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STOP.

Flying an1
possibly it
TERMINI:
give you a
the extent
your prop
today!

MURRA
go
Obi

IP
A

WORKLESS WASHDAY

SAVE.

rb

Beautiful inatc4ed luggage

TITESDA`

e•CLOTHES...HOT WATER
SOAP...LIFTING...WITH

/-

NOW.

GOV1
BC

Complete Bendix
Home Laundry

62

s

BR

BEING DEMONSTRATED
00 TIMES DAILY

$299.®

•

on your budget

it's Samsonite
STRONG ENOUGH TO STAND ON!
'
tlrcs Ame,tii as most poi-Attar trizt,av,e; in
scts tcitT
Beaurt-buiatT
edifulls Ititt-4. stUrrIv. anil best of Al. rro-

"No no. but I'm too sick to hold

that

co-iensin

.

the eiempieteel cabinets from "al After you have worked out , the
blueprint try this suggestion Get space for the dishes do the same
than
,rut all the dishes you use daily or1 with your utensils and supplies
frequently. flow high is •the stack Consider an upright file for ball
Choose from eau totnplete seleetion texla‘l
_
_ • $19.50 of plates, the cereal dishes? How ing 'pens. cookie sheets. and trays
tall is a nee_ Without' stacking Don't overlook the .cabinet doors
Satin/ante Ladies' ONite
S.
different sizes together find the Rocks and bins fastened to the in.
amount of slaelf space and distance side make a perfect -home" for
51.11(bitig Ladies' IAJti.licitat $25
between shelves all your different spare boxes small ..ailasees and lids
di-he's require.
Small nails or brads on the than
See!'Vos 'iin
_ Make a rough sketch of the Shelf or side- .of a cabinet will hold the
eserythingelee needed thelength of eh plastic measuring cups and spoons
..
hearli,Taid.h.
shelf arid tia eistance bettteeri that come in such . bright attract•
the Samsonite
tea.h.-- ''`
---ive colois "
1Vardia,he'
Make—aosid„we of knife racks.
a
holders arTfi other items that
add to "cOnvenience. '
CIJGNT
While the 1:1Oor space. windows,
•
PROetts
3
doors. etc. may dictate the overall
si
•S
hr,
'
PAN AMIRICAK WORLD AlIWAYI
sAote./
srea
k
.4
Ornr
r4.
do
.7 6-5/'
g%
size of yetur cabinets the arrangeht within the cabinets themselves
VARSTTY'THEATRE
is entirely up to you. if You Knew Sdlie."
11 -Hr. 30 Mn'"
--- - --1:20-3:18-5 1 ei -7' 1 4.
Feature Starts:
Uss our mamma aga--Ttni
114 South Fifth
2114 3:12.
get the business.
Pi in (I so low your set ilists less
iti'd expect. to pay
ones. piece!

tram it:111 .'

Ire`

TIME

II.B. Bailey The Jeweler.

I

'c "tow ri.0r,
3
r.aii
titl."
isallices

'

BENDIX
Home Laundry

DOES ALL
THE WORK!
The Beath: washes clot hell super clean
—rimer three time. changes toi own
water damp drys clothes cleans itself- abuts itself off! See it for yourself ths.aasisst washday on earth!
The lade automlit ie washer that's been
performing thew washday miracles for
nine whole years! There's no question
about the Ilendiiit. It's been proved'
In
Come in fur fi l)emrenstrati,,n Now!

$219.95

plete Bench,' laundry set up and in operation.
You will be amazed at the utter simplicity
the Bendix makes of your wash day.

A

COME IN FOR YOUR

I •
!•

DEMONSTRATION
"Your Bendix Dealer"

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
CAJUJACKHART

--_Pitosto 449.N,_5"-vice byBourland Electric

C. W. WILIJAMS —

Phone 587

,1010000X4.
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I
and Save - Money
CROSSWORD PUZZLE "`"" m

Notices
ALVAH GALLOWAY SAWMILL
now located in - Almo. All kinds
JIy2lp
of lumber for sale.

siZe-

4

WE SPECIALIZE; In COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
tf
Rudy's Restaurant.
NOTICE—In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25 195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Mrs. A. L. Arnett. deceased, settlement of accounts was
on June 28, 1948, filed by W. C. Arnett, admr., and the same has been
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person desiring
,
'
Ii, file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 26, 1948, or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this 28th day of June, 1948. By Lester Nanny. County Court Clerk.
T-Jy13p
Calloway County, Ky.
'
NOTICE—In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Samuel Oscar Elliott, a
minor, settlement of accounts was
on June 28, 1948. filed by M. G. Car'Jan. Gdn., and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on or before July 26,
1948. or be forever barred. Witness
my hand this 28th day of June.
1948. By Lester Nanny. County
Court Clerk. Calloway County, KenT-Jy13p
tucky.

STOP. ER Ili • I AMAGE
Flying ants may be termites —
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Awelwacired Rerreuntarlwe
Otio Valley Termint• Corp.

19..?

.

/*me
TERMINi>,

AsIllensvffised aeolle

GOVT. ASSAULT
BOATS FOR
SALE

"FAITHFUL" DOG

big gun as Michigan upset Great
Lakes and Beat Notre Dame in 1
Then he went'into service.
4-Obstr trete
'thap" became an aci' gunner
111-fiaadland
12 -Number
en, on his
and radio operator. 13 -Lighted
21st mission. he Wait rhot down dur14-Race tract
is- wire Illf•Itlf•
ing a strike at the Brenner Pass.
16-To breathe noisily
17- To reist•
That was"in March, 1945, and for
11- Olrre name,
more...than a year was presumed
30- Candle
-23-To rip
dead.
23 -Place to nye
But it wisn't in the books. For
24-To copy
Ti- Wolfhound
Chappuis contacted an Italian far29-Huge cat
mer who wi,s in the underground;
Si -Pidgeted
,
1/091l
was passed from farm to farm and
I-Reerenly Cody
2-0d-womanish
9 a a
2 1
I
q 5 a 7
village to village, and wound up in
3 -Girl s itleltname
4 -To mend
th2 rrirret of a tailor shop in Aso,,-,
1,4
3
5-Wing
lo,'Italy, divisional headqu.irters for
It-Author of
-Parsdlse lost"
a German ormy group. ile was kept
Jc
4.
7- Vapor
there three months, where be could
8-Pleven coop
---4
HI
9-Mean
17/se
/9
listen to G:rmin officers ordering
10-Chum
dresses , made out of parachute silk
II-Building wing
ilT,
22
••"/..„‘21
19-To wipe out
on the floor below. When the
21 -Part of nower
Italian end came. he walked miles
23- Pn..es..ed
2$ --1"o.'l like part
to the British lines.
215-13:tter vetch
I
i 34
Si lz 3,3
25-Do,Moose
"When I came bault I didn't care
30-Angry
whether I ever saw a football
31 -overdressed
,,,_ .t__ k.___ iri !,,,
5
Person
again," he 'explained. "All I could
32 -Pritrtice
.//
thing bf was hittinr the books, for33-Honest
59
v 40 311 512 of
Nit 39
getting the war, and making up for
•
0
1".•me.
•
34-41
former President
44 -4
lost time.
36-Place to loss car
39 -One of the
But he went back to the game
Apostles
Cl
50
and was one of the Big Nine's best
41-To mate up for
'19
during 1946 and 1947. Last New
-2
53
43-Thin boards
u
45-Base near
Year's Day his Michigan team won
Red Sea
5/
5.,
the Rose Bowl game and tied Notre
5
48-Hodgepodge
47-PrIest's garment
Dame. also undefeated, for mythlcal
45-Grief
••••.• S. tS4 e F•Pant PI/Pm* loc
.•
rational honors.
sn
er
Was Michigan the better team?
"The breaks probably would have
decided such la game,' Chappuis
asserted. "But I've -heard that question—and the question of whether
would go with Pittsburgh of the
,. By OSCAR FRALEY
the Big Nine 'pays good salaries'—
United Press Sports Writer
rival National League. So much more than any others."
so, that a national magazine has.
NEW YORK. June 29 iUP1—,
As far as he was concerned. Chapgone to press with a story about
Michigan's .Bob Chappuis. one of how Pittsburgh would fashion its puis stated, he received no aid
the most coveted backs of the 'last whole offense around him this fall. while in college and "that way
didn't owe anybody anything."
college football season, was in the
"So I went to see him when he
Ingram. All
Jonas
Admiral
pro fold-of the Brooklyn Dodges to- reportedly signed with Pittsbari,a
day and Coach Carl Voyles was arid-limy heart did a flip flop whcii America conference commissioner,
welcomed him into the AAC family
breathing normally again.
I sa* him in a new car," Voyles reand said:
Voyles, who left Auburn to take called. "I thought he had his bon"Greetings—now you can call me
ovea the trailing Dodger reins. us money already. But it was onlyneeded a passer and ruaner of the a present from his dad."
Which probably means.he can call
Chappuis picked the Dodgets.
calibre of the Wolverine All Amerisugar_
can. But it looked for a time as if finally, and decided to play pro. Voyles “Daddy"..-__with the
he wouldn't get the boyish 25-year - football, because he wants to get undoubtedly takipg care of itself.
old from Toledo who led Michigan into radio announcing. New York,
When storing fresh eggs, it is
to its Rose Bowl triumph last Jan. he figures, is a good spot to get his
best to make sure no water reaches
I.
removes their protecThi tall, sett-coMposed football them. Wat
First the 190-pound Chappufk declared he wasn't interested in pro- player IS one of those athletes whose tive coating and may cause a s
•
football. Then it looked as if he careers, were interrupted by the odor.

ROMANCE, Sask, June 29 (Up)
—"The most faithful dog in the
world" was Arnold Mierke's description of his pet.
"Never missed a day following
my tractor when I'm in the fields,"
he said.
Mirke sold the tractorToday the dog followed the
tractor tna --neir-rarni• •

34-lo fondle
35- WIlleir
38- Festive
31-Writina gadget
31 - Colorful gem
40 -Lest bugle earl
44-To
46-lion
47 Filed with
wonder
49 Fable
11 -Daman money
of account
52 Laarnlne
b3 -Shield
54 -Tennis barrier
55 - Pa rt et to CS"
66- Communists
57 -15•shaved worm
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IETS GUARD CANAL ZONE—Approximately 80 'Shooting
Itar jet-propelled P-80B fighter planes are now on duty
guarding the Panama Canal Zone, operating from the
Howard Air Force Base, at Balboa. Army reports indicate
that these newest jet craft are faster than the older type
planes still in service.
NOTICE—In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Era Roberts, deceased,
settlement of accounts was on June FOR SALE—One John Deere pow28. 1948, filed by Guthrie Roberts. er hay baler with 6 h.p. WisconAdmr., and that the same has been sin motor practically new. One
approved by the Calloway County 10-foot
rake in good condition. See
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person desiring J. D. Brannon, RFD 3, Puryear,
Jylp
to file any exception thereto will do Tenn.. •
so on or before July 26, 1948, or be
forever barred. Witness my hand ROWLAND Refrigeration Sass and
this 28th day of June, 1948. By Service. New and used equipment
Lester Nanny, County Court Clerk, Experienced. Money laiick ktiaranT-Jy1.31) tee. Phiane 993-J. Haiti Highway,
Calloway County, Ky.
one block south of, Sycamore
NOTICE—In accordance with KenJy7c
tucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and Street.
25.200: Notice is hereby given that FOR
SALE—Ice
box
and
oil
Norge
a report of George Terry Bradley,
deceased,,settlement of accounts was heater. Can be seen at 200 North
on June 28. 1948, filed by Wells Ov• 5th St. after 4 p.m.
erbey, Admr., and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway FOR GUARANTEED Permanent
County Court and ordered filed to Metal Weatherstripping or blown
lie over for exceptions. Any person insulation installed by experts call
desiring to file any exception there- H. M. Scarborough, 1021 or 409-J.
to will do so on or before July 26, Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Co..
1948. or be forever barred. Witness 105 Gatlin
Building, Murray.
my hand this 28th day of June, Ky.
Jy 17c
1948. By Lester Nanny, County
Court Clerk, Calloiay County, Ken- COPPER TUBING FOR SALE-175
T•Jy13p feet in one
tucky.
piece. Faucet on one
end arid 3-4"-fitting on other end-.
NOTICE—In accordance iiitli-KeiiJ u30c
tucky Statutes. Sections 25 195 and Call 374-M.
25.206: Notice is hereby given that FOR
machine,
SALE—Sewing
caba report of Robert S. Jones. deceased, settlement of accounts was on inets. radio, canned fruit and jars
Jylp
June 28. 1948. filed by Clara .Louise 308 South 4th St..
Jones. Admx.. and that the same
has been approved by the Calloway FOR SALE: No. 40 Allis Chalmer
County Court and, ordered filed to Combine. Al condition. See B
W. Edmonds. Room 114. Gatlin
lie over for exceptions. Any person
Jylp
desiring to file any exception there'to will do so on or before -July 28!".
1948, or be forever barred. Witness
my band this 28th day of June. 1048.
By Lester Nanny. County Court
Clerk. Calloway County, KenT-Jy 13p FOR RENT-2-room furnished atucky.
partment downstairs. Private enElectrically
equipp•-d.
NOTICE—To all patrons of the trance.
Calloway County Soil Improve- Working couple or girls preferred.
warehouse
Call 539-W.
J u30c
ment Association. The
will be closed Wednesday afternoon. June 30, in order to lake inAir express shipments over'doventory, and will be Closed all
rhestic air line services in the first
shopyour
plan
Please
5.
July
day
Ju29c quarter of 1948 tataled 977.858.
ping accordingly.
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Pi'?71V war. He played freshman football
l'at Michigan in 1941 and was the
"

for what you really mint
...a JOHNSON

•

Today's Sports Para de

Deliveries

Johnson
DWENDability". Prices

"It's Wise to Wait for

NEW YORK

QUEEN—
Connie Ronde, 18, was
chosen as Miss New York
City from among 16 fir41ists. A former student at the
University of Miami, she
will repre,sent New York at
the 1948 MiSs America
pageant in Atlantic City.

start at $122.

JOHNSON
SEA -HORSES

NOEL MELUGIN
READ TIM CLASSIFIEDS

21C1 S. Seventh St.

RECART BOOKS
4 to Page — In Duplicate
WC FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

A Hot (Dog) Situation

NANCY

on JOHNSONS . . . the

motor that's Yours for Years of Sweet
Performance•. . . are being made as
quickly a, motors come from thc factory. Your &bin' friends cill tell you

By Ernie

Bushmiller

BEFORE WE
EAT, LET'S
HAVE A
TUG-OF-WAR

Cop INN6,tl•••.////•••••• 1,81.••••
11•11. S C.. 0/1 -All ..0•• .••••••• ,
dat
Or
•Imm.III=M•••••••

ABBIE an' SLATS

im

By itaelmorn Van Buren

Money Is the Power

??? BUT

ANYTHING -TO PUT
WHY DOESN'T
•/01.1 AWAY- FOR
YEARS AND YEARS::: SHE WANT
ANYONE
AS A WARNING TO
HERE?
ANYONE ELSE WHO
TRIES TO ENTER
BEYOND OUR IRON

IF AUNT JO FINDS OUT
YOU'VE ENTERED •STEELE
HILL'- SHE'LL HAVE YOU
ARRESTED-SHE'LL PLACE
CHARGES OF ILLEGAL
ENTRY, BURGLARY; _

ANYTHING T412
vr- 't
SHE CAN
THINK OF.

WHAT IS SHE
HIDING?

YES,I
WHY? HAVE YOU
INHERITED
DONE SOMETHING
THE STEELE
WRONG?
MILLIONS. I'M THE
RICHEST GIRL IN

THE WORLD.

CURTAIN:::

YOUR LAWN WILL LOOK ITS BEST
IF
OU HAVE YOUR LAWN A ND f'ORCHtFURNITURE
RE-COVERED IN SUN-FAST MATERIALS
S
ISIS by
-IS ••11•••••••••11
$as U. S. PO.0,

AWNINGS not only beautify your home, but they
keep the hot summer sun
out. Two grades of material, made to measure.

MADE TO ORCIER VENETIAN BLINDS and Windol., Shades; both in popular colors and materials.

°Tailored Seat Covers
Convertible Auto
Tops -

slows

LI'L ABNER .

By Al Capp

Little Man, What Now !!

.....PROMISE ME THET AFTER
WE ARC WED,'so' WILL
A1.LU5 LOVE ;HONOR AN'
PROTECT ME.F..!.

AH WILL ISCVAH LEAVE YO' --NEVAH
,NEVAII4r- NOTHIN
KIN EVAN
T
NOTNIN",
NO 119' NOTHIP.11;,7

GOT NO TIME
T' MAKE FOOLISH
CHIN -MOOSIC WIF YO
YO LY1. SLOPPY ISEASTP,.

ADAM LAZONIGAff
coni,HAPPY DROP.'

••••••••.

CALL 61-W FOR
ESTIMATE

*op.

ie
t

1
'41481

Murray Tent And Awning Co.
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thinking he began to get quiet and tween three excellent positions. He
calmness, and it was just about this accepted one of these, at a salary
THE
time flier...Jae told me his story. been paid in the position he had
I said to him: "I wish to help you. of $1,200 more a year then he had
AMERICAN WAY
1 have some contacts te whom I left I said to him, "It's a miracle."
can send you."
HAVE FAITH
"What's the matter with your"
"I do not want you to do one
said "Don't you realize the
single thing." he replied. "I am he
By Dr. Norman Vincent Peale
power of the thing you yourself
iEDITOR'S NOTE: Dr Peal is going to put your .principles into
-are preaching? I have discovered
minister of historic *Marble Colle- effect You just forget me Pray
that what you are preaching is
these
If
'to
care
Avenue, :About me if you
giate Church on Fifth
is mathemaNew York City: and author of the principles really work, they will not theory at all. it
ically and scientifically sound. I
current best seller. "A Guide to work whether you help me or not"
New TestaLater he told me. "For the first know now why the
Confident Living."i
ment says again arid again to have
to
forced
was
I
life
my
in
time
man
There is a young married
faith."
who attends services in my church do some creative thinking. Here
future
a
is
That is it—If you have fi4th
somewhere
and
am,
I
onte frequently He is a quiet.
your enmodest fellow He was with a for me. I must use my brain and your mind becomes clear.
tire being becomes alert and actilarge corporation as an assistant my faith to find it"
God can use it, and
After eight
personnel manager
Here's what he did: He wrote vated so that
impossible unto
sears' service with ths company, to the presidents of 100 leading nothing shall be
!le was notified that his services eorpOrilLiuris Before doing so he you. You become by the Grace
wish to bewere no longer needed He had be- consulted "Who's Who- and other of God anything you
enough
come the victim of one of those directories to lefrn something come if you want it 'deeply
enough and
inter-office political feuds which about these executives so that he and believe strongly
yield yourself completely to the
sometimes happen in a business could write each a personalized loiAlmighty God You need
I organization
ter He received a number of re- will of
not be defeated, frustrated, nor
in
him
interest
expressing
plies
dazed.
He
My young friend was
about any situation,
But I was worried about him. discouraged
had not accumulated very much
•
t!_
_
that may arise If you banish doubt
his
expedite
help
to
wishing
and
money, and the future looked
from your heart and have faith—
• ..
midst of his distress making a new connection, said to
Queen candidates. their attendants. And Muer lois At, the annual NIeuntain Laurel Festival in Pine- dark In the
nothing shall be impossible unto
open
position
Nicely, is he began to think of God and be- him: "I have a fine
you.
armed
vale parade across the stage of the Amphitheatre. (an 1.dAte from Marra) state College. Pinky
supporters,
Stassen
BUTTONING UP A VOTE—Two
gan to pray. He said to himself: Jai you .it you will go and see a
up" a vote
at left center in back of Governar laments.
"I was trained in a scientific in- certain man.- He ,went ,tc. see this
with baskets full of campaign buttons. "button
Philadelphia's
Engineers at the University of
stitution I have heard the preacher man, who offered him a fine sales
for their favorite as they stop pedestrians on
house.
without a• fuss.
Editura Note. Miss Pinky Nicely- of Ixd I wen:
report that the initial
Minnesota
nothing
had
he
because
position
and
again.
time
faith
John Pomeroy, Jr.. of Mt. Airy. Pa., ls the
talk ahout
at
Street,
were
Walnut
we
Friday
.
m
a
00
9
At
queen
15
the
morning,
Murray
as
selected
-Thursday
Britton was
heating plant can
I have had my doubts because his to offer him in the service line. cost of a home
willing victim as the OOP convention gets under way
candidate for Queen of the candidates met. at the Kentucky the Iym pracecing for the coronacoin- My young friend turned it down. be reduced by as much as 30 per
- to
seem
not
did
preaching
held
be
to
was
which
service.
tion
PineMorntain Laurel Festival in
Utilities office for instruCOns and
ideas He said. "I wish to do personnel cent if the house is insulated fullscientific
certain
with
cide
and
smiled
I
afternoon.
she
words_
that
2:00
her __wen
also---tseaseisst-fslin of the 1941 Fes- at
-walls
But now I am up against it and I work. that is my future, that 0 my thick with mineral wool in
tells of her participation in thiaaiste, t:via Mr. Carney, the Festival of- courtesied so very much during
living
between roof and
and
life-work.",
real
works"
faith
if
see
to
going
am
myself
Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads
naul evenf
• .t ficial. gave us so many do's and that time that I caught
Finally he had the choice be- quarters
After a day or two of Such
that I knew I weuld either smiling and going into a courtesy
clorets
By Pinky Niceley
Some might
miss getting some place or get lent when I was alone
for it..
The three most hectic days I have after arriving. All I hoped Was I have another -name
Festival Parade
ever spent were at the Mountain that' I did not get confused in those
Laurel Fest.val in Pineville. Ken- rmountains because I w.,old nevirr
We rushed madly from rehearsal
tuck —but three .ef the most thrill- I have found my way back to cavil. to the poich of. the Continental
izatien or Murray State.
nag.
hotel wheill we were to view the
pm we were given a parade The parade is an annual
Upon arriving. ti.e rea.n thing _ At 4:30
told to meet at head- event in the Mountain Laurel FesI wanted was a riice secluded place breather, and
at 500
waere I could relax and forget the! quarters in our Tbricalliretival, and is composed of ti,Igh
for, a trip to Middlesboro. When school bands of the surrounding
. 4. ion...IL...Arise . of approximately 600 .
at
ready
., • =ties, No sooner wished than grant- t four girls start getting
area, the local American Legion
the large time and with only one -band. the U K. band. and floats
_
•ad—but not for long
last will and teme-from the local business houses. The
Theestival committee escorted , bath' room—yoiu
it-liment is almost necessary. We UK. band gave a wonderful pernte t„ me quarters tsewe was-•-!T
but I would not dare formance and 'the floats were
lovely home at the edge of the made it
there.
there : check to see if I -was all
superb. There were three rows of
mountains. Four of us staved
•;
"Kiss and Tell"
queen candidates seated on the
and the other candidates stayei ater
various homes in 'Pineville. - I 1. In Middlesboro we attended a porch. with Guy. Earle Clements
rushed to 'make the necessary , buffet supper and the play, "Kiss I seated in our midst. By chance. I
changes for dinner—and what a and Tell'. At the buffet. I must i-got to sit by him
dinner! Country ham and all the have looked undernourished beThe coronation, service was the
trimmings. I grunt you I left ' cause the gentieren serving gave most beautiful event I have ever
none of my shire
' me a practicall, whole chicken seen The setting was at the top
l,minus a few of the;uncookables. •
Toured Pineville
of the meuntain in a gorgeous na..
we viewed the :After the . play. a Dr and Mrs. ture-made stage with a small joiid
After dinner
beauties ef Pineville. Then ..ff to Flovii-,-rs of Middlesberu had open in front. The back-ground ftss a
huge rock that reached h,4h into
space.
11...K. Band Performs
The UK. band played arid when
one of the members of the band
sang. -The Hills of Home". you
felt as if you were in another world.
‘
An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the
. PURCHASE_ PICNIC ..GROUNDS
When he sang you could hear, echopreference of the men who really knoW tobacco—auctioneers,
sneaking
"the
mountains'
ing through the
4 Miles North of Mayfield — U. S. Route 45
4
hills—the hills-. •
buyers and warehousemen. More of these independent experts smoke
Other than the 15 queen. candiLucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined.
dates, there were 54 girls in the
coronation service. Small girls, six
Continuous from 10:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.
to eight years old, with pink and
green taffeta dresses and long
Admission: 30c and 60c ( Tax Incl./
gloves to match, and halos fur their
heads_ carried boaqiieta of laurel
Then the larger girls. from 16 to Ift,
also in green and pink, followed,
with larger bouquets of the white
and delicate pink mountain laurel.
Form Flower
.What a beautiful ,picture• it made
when all the queen candidates in
other 54 girls in their pinks and
greens formed the mountain laurel
on the lawn of the stage! The little
girls in pink formed the blossoms,
ara-14 rest of us, in white and
green, formed the flowers and
leaves.
Lyde Gooding from the University- of Kentucky was chosen queen.
She was certainly beautiful and
even though I did not win. I can
say I lived with the queen in
Pineville. You knew, "Lyde slept
here.An amusing incident happened
when the queen was photographed
being kissed by Governor Cle_ments-1. don't know whether the
photographers were "off" or just
practicing angle shots—but they
ran through that kiss about 15
times. .
Queen's Hall
Another quick change of costume
for dinner 'and the Queen's ball that
night It. too. ,defted description.
Saturday morning there were
tours for the candidates but the
,sandman had done a gmod job of
putting me to sleep so—sleep I did.
A InVely tea dance was held at
3.00 Saturday afternoon and that
night, another forme!.
I had a grand time but I was
surely happy to return to Murray
Even with all my exams facing me!!
Mountain

Laurel

Festival
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Ith7dhacco Alen

DIREeT FROM
HpaywooD

So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!

-

WE BUY...
4111111111111161•1111111111111
41.

Used Fats
Scrap Iron
Metal
Batteries
Hides

WE SELL

UMBER STAMPS

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market
109 North -Fifth

Ledger & Times

Phone 214

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
So round, so firm, so fully packed
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More independent, experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands
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